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Record Description Request Bates # of Disposition andlor Exemptions 
Item No. Pages Pages 

1 A 30-slide presemation titled: Passel/gel' Threat 2) concernsl I-IS 15 Pursuant to S U.S.C. § 552(b)(S), NASA withholds these charts as 
Assessmellf Break-ollt Sessiou, giVl!ll at the idescribes predecisionaL The cbarts represent preliminary discussions between NASA 
NASA/fAA Aviation Security R&D Workshop 'the data and FAA concerning possible cooperative research efforts intended to 
on January 23,2003. The presentation supported develop a system able to identify passengers who pose a tbreat to aviation 
preliminary discussions among repn::sentatives of safety. These charts do not purport to represent final decisions concerning 
the National Aeronautics and Space cooperation between NASA and FAA. If such preliminary information 
Administration (NASA) and the Federal Aviation were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before it could be 
Administration (FAA) concerning possible agency debated and relined, the employees involved would be reluctant to make 
cooperation on aviation security. 4 slides define such proposals, or at least corlllnit them into writing, thereby denying 
the objectives and propose the agenda for the decision-makers acceSs to important information. Additionally, some of the 
session. 26 slides describe NASA's 4 areas of information addresses perceived weaknesses in airport security. Release of 
research for identifying passenger tbreats. Only this predecisional, deliberative information could be harmful to the 
slides 15-22 are responsive to fOJA request in that government because individuals wishing to exploit these airport weaknesses 
they concern the specific research in which the could adversely uSe it. 
NWA data was used. Slide 18 specifically 
describes the NWA data. 

1A 28-slide preliminary draft of presentation of 2) concemsl 16-29 14 Pursuant to S U.s.C. § S52(b)(S), NASA withholds this record as 
Passenger Threat Assessment Break~aIlt Session I describes predecisional. The record is a draft of Document No.1. These charts were 
Document No.1. 4 slides define the objectives the data preliminary in nature and do not represent a final agency record of the 
and propose the agenda for the session. Idelltilies information presented during the preliminary discussions between NASA 
the questions that the session needs to ansWer. 24 and the FAA. If such preliminary infonnation were to be released and 
slides describe NASA's research for identifying subjected to public scrutiny before it could be debated and retlned, the 
passenger threats. Slides IS-21 describe the employees involved would be reluctant to make such proposals, or at least 
project that the NW A data was used in. Slide 18 commit them into writing, thereby denying decision-makers access to 
describes the data. important information. Additionally, some of the information addresses 

perceived weaknesses in airport security. Release of this predecisional, 
deliberative information could be harmful to the government because 
individuals wishing to exploit these airport weaknesses could adversely use 
it. 

.. - - - -------------

39 presentation slides on data mining research, 2) concernsl 30-33 4 Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(11)(5), NASA withholds these charts as predecisionaL 
which are contained in Passenger Threat describes These charts Were preliminary in nature and do not represent a final agency record. . 
~ssessmel1l Bf'e{lk~out Session., Document No, I, the data If such preliminary information were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny 

Slides 1-7 are duplicates of Document No.1, before it could be debated and refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to 
slides 15-22. Slide 8 and 9 are different tban the make such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision
slides contained in Document No. I. makers access to important information. 
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4 Personal notes describing the presentation 2) concerns! 35-38 Ii Pursuant to I:!: U.S.c. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this report as predecisional. The 
TIll'eal Assessment Break-oll! Session describes record is rna i e up of personal notes taken during the preliminary discussions 

(Document No.1) given at tile NASAIF AA the data behveen NA A and the FAA. The notes do not represent a final agency record. 
Aviation Security R&D Workshop on January Additionally the discussions captured are preliminary and represent inter-agency 
123, 2003, and the ensuing discussions on various discussions i bont possible collaboration on research to increase aviation security, If 
aviation security-related topics. such prelimi ary information were to be reicased and subjected to public scmtiny 

before they ( auld be debated and refined, the employees involved would be reluctant 
to commitsl ch infonnation to writing. The result would be to deprive the individual 
a record ofd scussions that would ultimately, adversely affect the quality of 
recommenda ions and counsel provided to the decision maker. 

r;:----9-- Pursuant to I:!: U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this report as 

Threat Assessment Break~ollt Session and 


5 This report is titled Breakout Sessioll: Passenger 2) concerns! 39-47 
predecisiona The report summarizes preliminary internal governmental describes 
discussions ( oncerning possible collaboranon on research to increase 

NASA and the FAA during the Passenger Threat 
sununarizes the preliminary discussions between the data 

aviation sect rity and summarizes tlre presentations given at the January 
Assessment Break-out Session at the Aviation 2002 worksl' .op. These suggestions and ideas do not purport 10 represent 
Security Workshop in January 2002. The report final clecisiol s concerning cooperation between NASA and FAA. Ifsucb 
summarizes the NASA and FAA briefs concerning preliminary nformation were to be released and subjected to public 

aviation security efforts at each agency scrutiny bef' re it could be debated and refined, the employees involved 
(NASA brief is Document No.1), the would be rel ctant to make such proposals, or at least commit them into 
recommendations resulting from the session. and writing, therl by denying decision·makers access to important information. 
the subsequent discussions initiated during by the Some of tile nformation addresses perceived weaknesses in airport 
session. Of the 9-page, 3-secrion report, 1 section security. Re ease of this predeci;-ional, deliberative information would be 
of 2 pages is respousive to the request and harmful to tl e government because individuals Wishing to exploit airport 
describes the research program in wbich tbe NWA weaknesses I auld potentially usc it. 
data was being used. One paragraph describes the 
preliminary results obtained by an initial analysis 
conducted on the NW A data just prior to the 
workshop. 

-=---6 This drall record is titled Passenger Threat 2) concerns! Pursuant to 5 U.S,C. § 552(b)(5), NASA witlhholds tbis report as predecisional. The 48·56 
--

9 
4.ssessmem Break-oul SeSSion and is a draft of report is a dr, ft and does not reflect a fmal agency record. If such preliminary 
Document No, 1, a presentation given at the 

describes 
the data information 1,vere to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before it could be 

Passenger Threat Assessment Break-out Session at debated and I efined, the employees involved would be reluctant to make such 
the Aviation Security Workshop in January 2002. proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision-makers 

access to iml ortant infonnation, 
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7jfhis is a 4-section, funding proposal titled Data 
Milling/or Aviation Security FY 03 Proposal· 
111712003. The record seeks continued funding for 
the data mining research effort, which used the 
N'WA data. One half of the section titled: Concept 
piscnsses NASA's efforts related to reading the 
1'IWA data. The record provides an overview of 
the research conducted in 2002, future milestones 
~nd proposes the FY 03 budget requirements. 

8This is a draft of the 4'section, funding proposal 
titled Data Mining/or Aviation Sewrity FY 03 
Proposal- 111712003 (Docmm:ntNo.7). The 
record seeks continued funding for the data 
mining research effort that used the NWA 
passenger data. This version contains edited text. 

9iS.slide presentation titled Aviation Security; dated 
!Feb. 19,2003. It explains the fust year 
iaecornplishments of ARC's aviation security 
iresearch and proposes milestones for the 
remainder ofFY03. 3 charts are related to research 
that included NWA data. I chart identifies the 
accomplished milestones related to decoding the 
N'WA. 

~ 

to 3-slide draft of Aviatio/1 Security presentation 
dated Feb. 19,2003, (Document No.9, Bates 
stamped 61-63). It explains the first year 
accomplishments of program and proposing 
milestones for the remainder ofFY03. 

2) concerns! 57-58 
describes 
the data 

2) concerns! 59-61 
describes 
the data 

2) concerns! 62-64 
describes 
tlle data 

........ .. 
2) concerns! 65·66 
describes 
the data 

2 

3 

3 

2 

------------~~~~ 

Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this entire reeord as 
predecisional. The record is proposal for additional funding for a research project 
that ultimately was not pursued, and therefore does not represent a final agency 
record. Ifsuch preliminary information were to be released and subjected to public 
scrutiny before it could be debated and refined, the employees involved would be 
reluctant to make such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby 
denying decision·makers acccss to important information. 

- - - - - - -------------

Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(S), NASA withholds this draft report as predecisional. 
This is a draft of the report listed as Document No.7 This draft report does not 
purport to represent a final agency decisions concerning continued funding of this 
research nor is it the researcher's final proposal. If such preliminary information 
!were to be released and SUbjected to public scrutiny before it could be debated and 
refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to make such proposals, or at 
least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision·makers access to important 
infommtion. Some of the information addresses perceived weaknesses in airport 
security. Release ofthis predecisional, deliberative information would be harmful to 
the government because individuals wishing to exploit airport weaknesses could 
adversely use it. 

Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this presentation as 
predecisionaL The presentation discusses the status of preliminary research and 
proposes future efforts. The presentation does not reflect a final agency decision. If 
such preliminary information were to be released and SUbjected to public scrutiny 
before it could be debated and refined, the employees involved would bc reluctanllo 
make such proposals, or at least commit tllem into writing, thereby denying decision· 
makers access to important information. 

Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(5), NASA witWlOlds tilis draft report as predecisionaL 
This is a draft of Document No.9, Bates stamped 61-63 and does not represent the 
final agency record. If such preliminary information were to be released and 
subjected to public scrutiny before it could be debated and refined, the employees 
involved would be reluctant to make such proposals, or at least commit them into 
writing, thereby denying decision-makers access to important information. 
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1 PI~1I7 task plan titled APfTAS Data Milling Task 2) concerns 67-70 4 Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds tilis record as predecisionaL 
dated Decemher 17,2001. This task plan the data This record represents the proposed course of research and does not represent a final 

the technical approacb, staffmg and agency decision concerning research intended to develop a system able to identify 
for the automated passenger passengers who pose a threat to aviation safety. If such preliminary information were 

identification and threat assl.!ssmcnt system's data to bc released and subjected to public scrutiny before it could be debated and 
milling research, in which tbe NWA data was refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to make such proposals, or at 
used. 111is record identifies the objectives and least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision-makers access to important 
milestones for the research. 11le plan is written in information. 
the future tense and the 5 references to ti,e NWA 
data are speCUlative. 

. ... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
12 Research proposal titled Autolllated Passenger 2) concerns 71-92 22 Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds tbis record as predecisionaL 

ldellfijicalion, Threat Assessll/elll alld Problem tlle data This record represents the proposed courSe of research and does not represent a final 
Reporling System (APTASRS); dated December agency decision concerning researcb intended to develop a system able to identitY 
21,2001. The data mining effort that included the passengers who pose a threat to aviation safety. If such preliminary information 
tlse of the NWA data was a part of this effort. were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before it could be debated and 
This research proposal addresses the milestones refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to make such proposals, or at 
and objectives of the research. Document No. 11 least commit them into wTiting, thereby denying decision-makers access to important 
was incorporated into tillS document infoffilution. 

13 This is a draft of the research proposal titled 2) concerns 93-1 \3 22 Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this record as predecisionaL 
AWomtlfed Passenger Idenlijication, Threat the data This record is a draft document and does not represent a final agency record. If such 
Assessment aud Problem Reportiflg System preliminary information were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before 
(APTAS/l.Sj, dated December 21, 200 I (Document it could be debated and refined, the employees involved would be reluctallt to make 
No. 12). such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision

makers access to important information. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

14 This is a draft of the research proposal titled 2) coneems 115-126 12 Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds tilis record as predecisiollaL 
A lIlomaled Passenger fdel/lijicntion. Threat U,e data This record is a draft document and does not represent the final agency record, If 
Assessmelll afld Problem Reporting System such preliminary information were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny 
(APTASRS). dated December 21,2001 (Document before it could be debated and refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to 
No. 12). make such proposals, Or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision

makers access to important information . 

. . . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
15 Draft letter to NorU,west Airlines requesting 2) concerns 12 I Pursuant to 5 U.s.c. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this draft letter as predecisional. 

passenger data. This letter was not sent. U,e data This draft letter WaS not finalized nor did this signatory send tlle letter ultimately 
requesting the data. If such preliminary infommtion were to be released and 
subjected to public scrutiny before it could be debated and refined, the employees 
involved would be reluctant to make such proposals, or at least commit them into 
writing, thereby denying decision-makers access to important information. 
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- 161Draft agenda for a meeting on December 10-I I, 
2001, between NASA and NW A representatives 

1 concerning aviation security research, 

17 Draft agenda for meeting in December 10-11, 
200 I, between NASA and NW A representatives 
concenling aviation security research. This 
version identifies different speakers. 

18jrhis is the fiool-';;;rsion ofan internal NASA 

document titled Automated Passenger Threat 

Assessmellt and Security Reporting System 

I,Accomplishmellls 10 Dale. dated December 13, 
12002. The document is marked "for Ioternal 
INASA Use Only" and carries a disclaimer that 

ome of its information may contain Northwest 
!Airlines Proprietary Data. The record describes 
the research's accomplishments through December 
2002, and plans for furtller research. Of the 15
page, 5-section report, only Section 4 includes 
infol'Ollltioll related to the NW A data. 

19fihi~i; tI,e draft version of the iutemal NASA 
document~ Automated Passenger Threat 
Assessment and Security Reportiflg System 
Accomplishments to Date, (Document No. IS) 
jrlated December 13, 2002. It describes the 
accomplishments of the research related to 
aviation security and plans for further research. Of 
the 15-p.ge, 5-section report, only section 4 
discusses efforts related to the NWA data and 
describes tilC data. 

Vaughn Index: EPIC V. NASA 

2) concernST"i81 Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), NASA witbholds ulis draft proposal as 
the data ~redecisional. Tbis is a draft agenda and is not a final agency record. If such 

preliminary information were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before 
it could he debated and refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to make 
such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision
makers acce~s to important jnfonnation. 

12) concerns .. 1291(--- Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this drall proposal as m 

,the data predecisiona!. This is a draft agenda and is not a final agency record. If such 
preliminary information were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before 
it could be debated and refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to rnake 
such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision
makers access to important information. 

) concernsl 130-144 15 Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b X5), NASA withholds this document as predecisionaL 
escribes 	 The document's limited distribution indicates the preliminary nature of its contents 

the data 	 and was provided to ARC management as the aviation security research was being 
rescoped and prior to ARC management cutting the research's funding. The report 
describes the status of the aviation security-related research at that time and 
proposed future milestones. TIle accomplishments were preliminary and NASA did 
not fund the future plans. As such, the research was not completed and there is no 
final report. If such preliminary information were to be released and SUbjected to 
public scrutiny before it could be debated and refined, the employees involved 
would be reluctant to make such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, 
thereby denying decision-makers access to important information. Some of the 
information addresses perceived weaknesses in airport security. Release o[ this 
predecisional, deliberative information would be harm[ulto the government because 
individuals wishing to exploit airport weaknesses may adversely use it 

~) concemsl145~160 116-- Pursuant to 5 U.S,C. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this draft document as 
~escribes predecisiona!. TI,e record is a draft report and is not the final agency record. If stich 
the data preliminary infornlation were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before 

it could be debated and refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to make 
'such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision
makers access to important information. Some of the inwrmation addresses 
Iperceived weaknesses in airport security. Release of this predecisional, deliberative 
information would be harmful to the government because individuals wishing to 
lexploit airport weaknesses may adversely use it. 
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20lJ'his is the draft versi~~~~fthe internal NASA 
document, Automated Passenger Tbl'eat 
rssessmel1t and Security Reporting System 
Accomplishments to Date, (Document No.IS) 
dated October 2001. This document contains 
appendences that were not included in the final 
draft. 

21iAn ! 8·page document titled Dala Milling for 
,Aviation Security, dated October 2,2002. It 
addresses the data mining effort for the aviation 
security research, of which NWA dam was a part. 
Pages I through 6 discuss the content of the NW A 
data and tile efforts taken to access and usc the 
data. Pages 7 through 9 address similar efforts 
with otber databases. Appendix A is a sample 
passenger number record (PNR) of one of the 
,esearchers. Appendix B is a sample ofthe 
program's output. Appendix C is the output on 
another researcher using another database. 

2) concernsl 161·191 
describes 
tlle data 

2) concerns! 192·209 
describes 
the data 

31 

18 

-------~~~ 

Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(5), J-, 
predecisional. The record is a drall 
preliminary infonnation were to be 
it could be debated and refined, the 
such proposals, or at least commit t 
makers access to important infOt1l1E 

perceived weaknesses in airport sec 
information would be harmful to th 
exploit airport weaknesses may ad, 

- - - - - --------------

Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), ~ 
The report describes tile accomplis 
related research. Most of this infOi 
Passenger Threat Assessment and I 

Date (Document No.18). If such p 
subjected to public scm tiny before 
involved would be reluctant to mal 
writing, thereby denying decision-, 
to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(6), NASA wil 
financial data contained within the 
this personal information would he 
privacy and would expose personal 
~redit card information, to lbe gem 
Additionally, the passengers' priva 
public interest in its release as it de 
tbe federal government. 

ASA withholds this draft document as 
eport and is not the final agency record. If such 

released and subjected to public scmtiny before 
mployees involved would be reluctant to make 
em into writing, thereby denying decision
ion, Some of the information addresses 
rity, Release of this predecisional, deliberative 
government because individuals wishing to 
'rsely use it. 

ASA withholds this document as predeeisiona!. 
nents of data mining effort for aviation security· I 

mation was incorporated into tht: Automated 
eCllrity Reporting System Accomplishments to 1 

liminary information were to be released and 
could be debated and refined, lbe employees 
such proposals, or at least commit them into 

,akers access to important information. Pursuant 
:molds the names and related personal and 
NRs in the Appendices from release. Release 0 

n unwarranted invasion in the passengers' ' 
nformation, such as home phone numbers and 

'al public where it could be adversely exploited, 
y interest in this information outweighs the 
s not shed light onto the actions and decisions of 

, 

22 This is the draft of the October 2002 version of the 
interoal NASA document, Automated Passenger 
Threat Assessment and Secu7'iry Rep01"ting System 
Accomplishments to Date (Document No. 20). The 
drdl document lays out initial thoughts and 
tasking to team members to compile the report. 

__  ------

2) concerosl 210-229 
describes 
the data 

20 Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(5), N ASA withholds this draft document as 
predecisional. The record is a draft 
~relintinary information were to be 
it could be debated and refined, Ihe 
such proposals, or at least commit tl 
makers access to important infarma 
perceived weaknesses in airport sec 
infoml.tion would be harmfhl to thl 
exploit airport weaknesses may adv 

eport and is not tile final agency record. If such 
eleased and subjected to public scrutiny before 
mployecs involved would be reluctant to make 
em into writing, thereby denying decision
ion. Some of the information addresses 
rity, Release of this predecision.l, deliberative 
government because individuals wishing to 

use it 
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23iThis is an 89-page draft of the October 2002 
'version of the internal NASA document, 
Aulomaled Passenger Threal Assessmelll alld 
>eClll'itY Reporting System Accomplis/Hl/enlS 10 

Date (Document No. 20). This version of the 
draft report had been corrupted and subsequently ~ 
irecovered. It includes 45 pages of corrupted text 

241ThiS is a 15-page draft of tile October 22, 2002, 
version of the A Illomalcd Passenger Threal 
iAssessmenl mul Security Reportillg System 
</ccolllplisilmell/s 10 Dale (Document No. 20) 
dated December 16, 2002. 

25trhis is a 15-page draft of the October 22,2002, 
version of the Automated Passenger Threat 
AssessmeJJt and Security Reporting System 
IAccomplislunetlls to Date (Document No. 20) 
Bates stamped 160-188) dated December 16, 
2002. 

26fIilis is a -iO~page draft of the AII/omaled 
Passenger Threat Assessmelll and Security 
Reporting System Accomplishments to Date 
(Document No. 20) dated October 22. 2002. 

89co JSI ~30-318 
desc 
thed 

319-332) co acernsl 15 
Idese ibes 
the d ,ta 

-------c 

) concemsl ~3~348 
 15 
esc: ibes 

the d Ita 

2) co ncernsl 349-358 10 
Idese ibes 
the d ,ta 

Pursuant to 5 U.s.c. § 552(b)(5), NASA witWlOlds titis document as 
prerlecisional. The record is a draft report and is not the final agency record. If such 
preliminary information were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before 
it could be debated and refined, Ule employees involved would be reluctant to make 
such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decisian
makers access to important information. Release of this predecisional, deliberative 
information would be harmful to the govermnent because individuals wishing to 
exploit airport weaknesses may adversely use it. 

Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this draft document as 
predecisional. The record is a draft report and is not Ule final agency record. Ifsuch 
preliminary information were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before 
it could be debated and refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to make 
such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision
makers aCcess to important information. Some of the information addresses 
perceived weaknesses in airport security. Release of this predecisional, deliberative 
infornmtion would be hann!ul to the govenunent because individuals wishing to 
exeloit ai1]::ort weaknesses mal adversely use it. 
Pursuant to 5 U,S.c. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this draft document as 
predecisional. The record is a draft report and is not the final agency record. If such 
preliminary information were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before 
it could be debated and refined, ille employees involved would be reluctant to make 
such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision
makers access to important information. Some of the information addresses 
perceived weaknesses in airport security. Release ofthis predecisional, deliberativt! 
information would be harmful to the government because individuals wishing to 
2"I'loit airport weaknesses may adversel), use it. 
Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this draft document as 
pre decisional. The record is a draft report and is not the final agency record. If such 
preliminary information were to be released and subjected to public scmtiny before 
it could be debated and refined, tite employees involved would be reluctant to make 
such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision
makers access to important information. Some of the information addresses 
perceived weaknesses in airport security. Release of this predecisionai, deliberative 
information would be hannfullo the goverruncnt because individuals wishing to 
exploit airport weaknesses may adversely use it. 
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27 A 6-page draft of the APITAS Security Lab Task Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this document as predecisional. 
Plan dated December 19,2001, describes tbe 

2) concerns 359-364 5 
Tbe record is a draft record and is not tbe final agency record. If such preliminary 

prototype facility and its demonstrations in which 
the data 

information were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before it could be 
debated and refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to make such 


are 3 references to the NASA data - each worded 

the aviation research was being conducted. There 

proposals, or at least commit them into writing. thereby denying decision-makers 
in the future tense and indicating what NASA access to important information, Some of the information addresses perceived 
hopes to learn from the data. weaknesses in airport security. Release ofthis predecisional, deliberative 

information would be hannful to the government bccause individuals wishing to 
exploit airport weaknesses may adversely use it. 

9 Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this record as predeeisionaL 

Iror Lab Processing. It describes in detail the 


28 This is a 10-page document titled NASA Narrati!'e 2) coneerns 365-374 
the data iThis is an internal agency document coordinating the research teams> activities to 

goals, actions and data requirements of each major isupport a demonstration. This document represents preliminary research intended to 
kiosk to be demonstrated in the January 2002 iproduce a system able to identify passengers who pose a threat to aviation safety, but 
aviation security lab demonstration. TIlis however, funding WaS teoninated prior to achieving those goals. [f such preliminary 
document includes a reference to the NWA data information were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before it could be 
instructing the researchers when to load the data, debated and refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to make such 

proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision-makers 
access to important infonnation. Some of tile information addresses perceived 
weaknesses in airport security. Release of this predccisional! deliberative 
information would be harmful to the government because individuals wishing to 
exploit aiIport weaknesses may adversely use it. 

This is a draft 4-page record titled [lIlegrated29 2) concerns 375-378 4 Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this record as predecisional. 
Software System for Airline Passenger the data This is an internal agency document coordinating the research teams? aetivities to 
Idemijicatiofl ami Threat Assessment. The record support a demonstration. This document represents preliminary research intended to 
is marked "draft" at thL: top. The record discusses produce a system able to identify passengers who pose a threat to aviation safety, but 
the teelmical approach for designing, developing, however, funding was terminated prior to achieving those goals. If such preliminary 
and deploying a software system to support information were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before it could be 
researching novel airline passenger screening and debated and refined, tbe employees involved would be reluctant to make sueh 

airspace threat assessment teelmologies. The 
 proposals, or at least commit them iuto writing, thereby denying decision-makers 
document is an overview and does not discuss access to important information. 
specific techniques or capabilities. Minimal 
references to NWA data; notes ARC has the data. 

30The record is a one-page summary of the June 26, i2) concerns i 3791 Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this record as predeeisiona!. 
2002, [T[Information Teclmology]for Aviation itlle data This record is an internal team memorandum representing the status ofactions 
Security Meeting. The record provides the status relating to preliminary research. This documents does not purport to represent a 
ofongoing actions related to the research, final agency. If such preliminary infomtation were to be released and subjected to 
including the status ofparsing the NWA data. public scrutiny before it could be debated and refined, the employees involved 

would be reluctant to make such proposals) or at least commit them into writing, 
thereby denying decision-makers access to important information. 
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3 I The record is an internal NASA e-mail sent to the 
members of ARC's aviation security research 
team; subject: NOIf:s /1'0111 Wed Aviation Security 
Meeting. dated June 20, 2002. This record 
contains the meeting minutes from the June 19, 
1002 meeting. 11,e record provides the status an 
ongoing actions, including the NW A data. 

32 The record is a two-page summary of the June 12, 
2002, Aviation Security Meeting. The summary 
provides the status of ongoing actions related to 
the research, including the status of parsing the 
NWAdata. 

I 

All e-mail dated October 9, 2002, between one of 
the ARC researchers and one of the research 
team1s contractors working with the NWA data) 
Subject: Re: Aviations Secllril)'. The e-mail 
provides clarifying language to be included in a 
summary of the project for the new team leader. 

33 

34 An e-mail dated October, 11,2002, subject: 
Northwest A ir!ines Passenger Records [we Now 
Readable by NASA So!lware. The e-mail is from 
the senior researcher to the NASA 

i employee/contractor team complimenting them for 
the hard work that produced a software system to 
read the NW A data faster than the current 
commercial system and discusses preliminary 
results ofthe software's application. 

2) c;;~~ms 1.580-381 12 Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this record as predecisionai. 
the data 

2) concerns 1382-383 12 
the data 

2) cOllce rns/1384-385 
describe 
the data 

-----

2) concerns/1386-387 12 
describe 
the data 

[ 

This record is an internal team memorandum representing the status of actions 
relating to preliminary research. This documents does not purport to represent a 
final agenc)!. If such preliminary information were to be released and subjected to 

scn1tiny before it could be debated and refined, the employees involved 
would be relucmnt to make such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, 
thereby denying decision-makers access to important information. 

!Pursuant to 5 U.S.C § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this record as predecisionai. 
his record is an internal team memorandum representing the starus of actions 

'elating to preliminary research. This documents does not purport to represent a 
final agency. If such preliminary information IVere to be released and subjected to 
public scrutiny before it could be debated and relIncd, the employees involved 
would be reluctant to make such proposals, or at least commit them into writing~ 
thereby denying decision~makers access to important information, 

Pursuant to 5 U.S.C § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this record as predecisionaL 

I 

This record represents an exchange between researchers drafting a description of the 
program for the neW team leader. It does not represent a final agency decision Or dle 
final version of the documents. lfsuch preliminary infonuation were to be released 
'and subjected to public scrutiny before it could be debated and refined, thc 
employees involved would be reluctant to make such proposals, or at least commit 
them into writing, thereby denying decision-makers access to important information. 

!Pursuant to 5 U.S.C § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this record as predecisionai. 
his record addresses a particular milestone associated with the data mining research 

.nd thc preliminary rcsults of using the software to read a portion of the NW A data. 
'''rhe e-mail does not represent final research results or agency decisions. If such 
Ipreliminary information were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny bcfore 
it could be debated and relined, the employees involved would be reluctant to make 
sueh proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision
makers access to important information, 
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35 An interffill NASA e-mail among the research 
team dated October 11,2002, subject: Dmft 
~viatioll Security Report, with attachment titled 
Version 2 RepDrl Ocl 22 2002. Attachment is 
Document No. 26. The e-mail forwards the 
attaclunent for conmlent by the NASA research 
team. The e-mail addresses the intent of the report 
and its length. The attachment is a draft of the 
document that would be tinalized in December 
2002 (Document No. 18). 

36 An e-mail dated December 6, 2002, among the 
ARC researcher teamJ subject: Now with 
Attachment: Fillalopportullity to Comment 011 

Automa/(u/ Tbreat Assessmen/ and Security 
Reporting Accomplishments /0 Date. Attachment 
is titled Version 3. Report-doc, and is Document 
No. 24 above. The e-mail addresses the intent of 
the report and its length. The attachment is a drat! 
of the document timt would be finalized in 
December 2002 (Document No. \8). 

37 All e-mail between NASA researchers dated 
December 10, 2002, subject: Re: PNR slalistics. 
This record contains 2 e~mails. The first is 
between ARC researchers providing statistical 
characteristics ofNWA passenger data for One 
day. This statistical information is recommended 
for inclusion ill the current version of the report, 
Automaled Threat Assessmenl and Security 
Reportillg A ccolllplisilmeills 10 Dale (Document 
No. 18). The second e-mail agrees. 

E-mail: 2) 388-398 1l 
concerns the 
data. 

Attachment: 
2) concerns! 
describes 
the dat •. 

E-mail: 2) 399-413 15 
concemsthe 
data. 

Attachment: 
2) concerns! 
describes 
the data.) 

2) concernsl 414-415 2 
describes 
the data 

NASA released the e-mail. Pursuant to 5 U.s.C. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds the 
attachment as predecisional.S,cc Document No. 26 above. 

[NASA released the e-mail. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds the 
attachment as predecisional. See Document No. 26 above. 

Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this record as predecisioOllI, 
because it is an internal exchange between ARC researchers as to what to include in 
an interim report. It does not purport to be a final draft of a documents or a final 
agency decision If such preliminary information Were to be released and subjected to 
public ,cmtiny before it could be debated and refined, the employees involved 
would be reluctant to make such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, 
thereby denying decision-makers access to important information, and hindering the 
deliberative process used to tinalize reports and documents for management. 
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is the second c-mail among ARC researchers, 
dated December 10, 2002, subject: m: PNR 
f'taU 'ics. TIlis record contains 2 e-mails. The 
first -mail was in Documents No, 37, providing 
stutis :ical chutacteristics of NWA passenger data 
foro ,e day, The second e-mail requests 
addi onal information. 

39rrhis is the third e-mail among ARC researchers 
betw~en the ARC researchers, dated December 10, 
2002 , subject: re: PNR slatistics, This record 
cont ins 3 e-mails, The first e-mail was in 
Doc ments No, 37, providing statistical 
char cteristics ofNWA passenger data for one 
day, The second e-mail responds to the inquiry in 
Doc ment No, 37, The third e-mail eonsists of the 
resenreher's impressions of the information and 
poss ble lilture efforts, 

40iAu e 1mil between ARC researchers, dated 
Janu; ry 17, 2003, subject: Ro: FY03 DM/or 
lill'Se Proposal Draft ], The e-mail forwards an 
aUac ment titled Dolo Minillg lli/u/oe, TIle 
attac ment is Document No, 7, FY03 Dalll Millillg 
rOI' ;J 'iatiotl Security Proposal. 

~~~~ 

411Ane "mil between ARC researchers, dated 
February 4, 2003, subject: Northwest A irEElles 
Dala Internal NASA e-mail noting that funding 
has b 'en discontinued for the research and 
pee luting as to whether any other program could 

use t e data, 

421An e mail dated Febmary 7, 2003, subject: Re: 
Nort, west Airlines Data, This record contains 3 e~ 
mail The first e-mail is Document No. 41, The 
seeo :I e-mail identifies other possible uses for the 
NW data, The third concurs. 
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1) concemsi 
describes 
the data 

2) concem.i 
describes 
the data 

2) concemsi 
deseribes 
the data, 

2) concel1lEi 
describes 
the data 

2) concerns 
the data 

416-418 3 


19-423 4 

24-427 4 

4281 

- - - ---- 1::---
429-430 2 

Pursuant to 5 U.S,C, § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this record as predecisional, 
because it is an internal exchange between ARC rcsearc11crs as to what to include in 
an interim report. It does not purport to be a final draft ofa documents or a final 
agency decision, If such preliminary information were to be released and subjected 
to public scrutiny before it could be debated and refined, the employees involved 
would be reluetant to make such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, 
thereby denying decision-makers access to important information, and hinder the 
deliberative process used to finalize reports and documents for management. 

Pursuant to 5 U,S,c' § 552(b)(5), NASA withhulds this record as predecision.l, 
because it is .n internal exchange between ARC researchers as to what to include in 
an interim report, 11 does not purport to be a fmal draft ofa documents or" final 
agency decision, Ifsuch preliminary information Were to be released and subjected 
to public scrutiny before it could be debated and refined, the employees involved 
would be reluctant to make such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, 
tilereby denying decision-makers access to important information, and hinder the 
deliberative process used to fmalize reports and documents for management. 

NASA released the e-mail. Pursuant to 5 U,S,c' § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds the 
attachment as predecisional, because the report is a draft and is not a final agency 
record, See Document No.7, 

PurHuunt to 5 U,S,c' § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this infurmation as predecisiollal. 
ThiH internal ARC e-mail provides a researchers opinion and speculates on uther 
uses for the NW A data, If such preliminary information were to be released and 
subjected to public scrutiny before it could be debated and refined, the empluyees 
involved would be reluctant to make sucb proposals, or at least commit them into 
writing, thereby denying dedsion~makers acCess to important information l and serve 
to stifle fulure communications among researchers. 

Pursuant to 5 U,S,c' § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this information as predecisional. 
ThiH internal ARC e-mail provides a researchers opinion alld speculates on other 
uses for the NW A data, If such preliminary information were to be released and 
subjected to public scrutiny before it could be debated and refined, the employees 
involved would be reluctant to make such proposals, or at least commit them into 
writing l thereby denying dccision~nlakers access to important information, and serve 
to stifle future communications among researchers, 

~~~~~~ ~~~~~ 
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4 ,An e-mail dated July 15, 2002, subject: lte: 
Release of NW D.t.. E-mail from an ARC 
researcher to NWA, requesting permission to 
release NWA data to a non-NASA researcher and 
to allow IBM to run tests on the text portion of the 
NWAdata. 

4 ,An e-mail dated July 12,2002, subject: Release a 

2) concerns 
the data 

2) concerns 

431-432 

33-434 

2 Pursuant to 5 U,S,c. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this information as predecision.!. 
NWA held. consultative role in NASA's aviations security-related research as 
evidenced by NWA's voluntary provision of passenger data to NASA at NASA's 
reques~ as well as the provision of expertise upon request. As a consultant, 
correspondence between NASA and NWA is considered intra-agency. This email 
represents NASA's request for permission to aUow other entities use portions of the 
NWA-provided data to assist in furthering this preliminary research effort. This e
mail does not purport to be a final decision or represent a final agency decision 
relating to this research, If such preliminary information were to be released and 
ubjected to public scrutiny before it could be debated and refined, the employees 

involved would be reluctant to make such proposals, or at least commit them into 
writing, thereby denying decision-makers aCCeSS to important information, and 
hinder preliminary discussions concerning possible cooperation, 

Pursuant to 5 U.s'c. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this information as predecisian.!.2 
'Nil' Data is an exchange between NASA and the data NWA held a consultative role in NASA's aviations security-related research as 
NWA officials, This record conlllins 3 emails, evidenced by NWA's voluntary provision of passenger data to NASA at NASA's 
The first email is Document No, 43. The second request, as well as the provision of expertise upon request. As u consultant, 
is NWA acknowledgement, and the third email is correspondence between NASA and NWA is considered intra-agency. TIlis email 
NASA's acknowledgement. represents NASA '5 request for permission to allow other entities use portions of the 

NWA-provided data to assist in furthering this preliminary research effort. This e
mail does not purport to be a final decision or represent a final agency decision 
relating to tbis research. Tf such preliminary information were to be released and 
ubjected to public scrutiny before it could be debated and refined, the employees 

involved would be reluctant to make such proposals, or at least commit them into 
writing. thereby denying decision~makers access to important in formation. 

4 ;	An c-mail dated December 27,2001. Subject: Re: 
NWA Data. This record contains 5 .-mails. These 
e-mails are discussions among the NASA 
researchers and their contractors assigning IlIsks 
for reading the data and discussing its content. 
Also includes persona] e-mail accounts of a 
NASA researcher. 

2) eoneernsl 
describes 
the data 

35-438 
 4 NASA released the first, second, fourth and fifth e-mails. Pursuant to 5 U ,S.c. § 
552(b)(5), NASA withholds the third e-mail as predecisionaL This information is a 
proposed allegation of resources and does not reflect a final agency action as to how 
the team's efforts were assigned. If such preliminary information were to be 
released and subjected to public scrutiny before it CQuid be debated and refined, the 
employees involved would be reluctant to make such proposals, or at least commit 
them into writing, thereby denying decision-makers access to important information. 
and serve to stitle future communications among researchers. Pursuant to 5 U,S.C. § 
552(b)( 6), NASA withholds the personal e-mail account ofa ARC researcher. 
Release of this personal information would be an unwarranted invasion in the 
employee's privacy and would expose this personal information to the general public 
where it could be adversely exploited. Additionally, the researcber's privacy interest 
in this information outweighs the public interest in its release as the e-mail address 
oes not shed light onto the actions and decisions of the federal government. 
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e-mail dated December 18, 200 I. Subject: Re: /2) concerns 1439-441 13 .'lNASA released the text of the e-mail, widl the exception of one line that addresseS' 
Data asap? Internal NASA e-mail among the Ithe data the intended goal of the demonstrations. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), NASA 
ARC researchers. This record contains 3 e-mails ,withholds the redacted information as predecisional because the information 
I,discussing coordination for the January Aviation discusses goals for future testing. As such it does not represent a final agency 
Security Workshop. E-mail discusses the letter decision. If such preliminary information were to be released and SUbjected to 
requesting NWA data and Data from LexislNexis. public scrutiny before it could be debated and refined, tile employees involved 

would be reluctant to make such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, 
thereby denying decision-makers access to important infomlation. 

471..............An e-mail dated December 27, 200 I. Subject: RE: ') ~oncernsl 442445- r- -- NASA released the e-mail and redacts personal email account address. Pursuant to 51 

NWA Data. E-mail among NASA researchers escribes U.S.C. § 552(b)(6), NASA withholds the personal e·mail account ofa ARC 
(including personal accounts) and their contractors the data researcher. Release of this personal information would be an unwarranted invasion 
concerning the NWA data's content and their in the employee's privacy and would expose this personal information to the general 
efforts to read the data. 1 public where it could be adversely exploited. Additionally, the researcher'S privacy 

,interest in this infonnation outweighs the public interest in its release as the e-mail 
address does not shed light onto the actions and decisions of the federal government. 

481An e-mail dated December 28, 2001. Subject: Re: 2) concerns/1446448 13 INASA released the text of the first and third e-mails and redacts specific infonnation 
NWA data. This record contains 2 .-mails among escrihes rrom the second. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), NASA witWlOlds information in 
'the ARC researchers. The first e-mail tasks the data the second email relating to future actions as predecisional.This IVas an internal 
researchers to begin working with the NWA data. exchange between ARC researchers and recommends future actions. It does not 
The second sununarizes actions taken; specifies !purport to be a final draft ofa documents or a final agency decision. Ifsuch 

reliminary results and recommends specific IPreliminary infonnation were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before 
ctions. The third email notes request for it could be debated and refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to make 

lassistance has been made to NWA. SUCh proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision
!11llkers access to imporlant information. Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(6), NASA 
I 

'withholds the personal e-mail account of an ARC researcher. Release of this 
personal information would be an unwarranted invasion in the employee's privacy 
and would expose tilis personal information to the general public where it could be 

l
adversely exploited. Additionally, the researcher'S privacy interest in this 
'information outweighs the public interest in its release, as the e-mail address does 
not shed light mlto the actions and decisions oftbe federal government. 

49iAI1 c·mail dated January 9, 2002. Subject: RE: ~) concernsli449450 12 !Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 5S2(b)(5), NASA withholds this record as predecisiona!. The' 
'ol'l/twest Airlines. This record contains 2 e- describes 'record is a request to management requesting assistance in securing NWA support 

mails. Tbe first c·mail from NASA researcher to the data for lhe preliminary research. It is an internal agency correspondence and does not 
NASA manager asking assistance in getting NWA, Purport to be a final agency decision. Release of such internal interim discussions 
Isupport in reading the data. TI,e second I,could stifle future communications between subordinates and seniors by making the 
iaeknowledges receipt. 'employees involved reluctant to make such proposals and recommendations in the 

future and thereby denying decision-makers access to necessary information. 
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50 An c-mail dated January 10, 2001. Subject: RE: 2) concemsl 451-452 2 Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this record as predecisional. The 
Nortlrwest Airlines. Thi~ record contains 2 e-mails ~~scribes record is a request to management requesting assistance in securing NWA support 
among the ARC researchers. The first e-mail is the data for the preliminary research. It is an internal agency correspondence and does not 
Documents No. 49. Thc second c-mail is from purport to be a final agency decision. Release of such internal interim discussions 
another NASA manager proposing a specific could stifle future communications between subordinates and seniors by making the 
course of action. employees involved reluctant to make such proposals and recommendations in the 

fulure and thereby denying decision-makers access to necessary information. 
- - ---- I=--~~~ ~~~ 

51 An e-mail dated January 11,2002,2001. Subject: 2) concernsl ~53-454 2 Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds tltis record as predecisional. 11,e 
RE: Northwest Airlines. This record contains 3 e describes record is a request to management requesting assistance in securing NWA support 
mails among the ARC researchers. The first e the data for the preliminary research. It is an internal agency correspondence and does not 
mail is Documents No. 49, The second e-mail is purport to be a final agency decision. Release of such intcrnal interim discussions 
the second e-mail in Documents No. 50. The third could stille future communications between subordinates and seniors by making the 
is from the ARC researcher infurming employees involved reluctant to make such proposals and recommendations in the 
management about the impact of the delays on the future and thereby denying decision-makers access to necessary information. 
preliminary research. 

152 An e-mail among the ARC researchers dated 2) concernsl ~55-457 NASA released the first two e-mails and portions of the third. Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. 
January IS, 2002. Subject: Fwd: Gritbol alld 

3 
describes § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds portions of the third e-mail as predecisional. 


LexislNexis data. This record consists of 3 e the data Specifically, witltheld are those recommendations that do not rellect a final agency 
mails. The original message discusses how the decision or action. Release of such intemal interim discussions could stille future 
various software is to be used to identify communications between researchers by making those involved reluctant to make 
anomalies that could suggest potential terrorists. such proposals and recommendations in the future and thereby denying decision-
This e-mail is not responsive to the FalA request. makers access to necessary infonnation. 
The second e-mail discusses the status of the 

software being run on the NWA data and that 

cun'ent computer capability could not support an 
 l 

l 
entire day of records. The final e-mail discusses 

capability to support a request to develop specific 

files, recommending specific courses ofaction. 

These latter two c~majJs contain some information 

responsive to FOIA request. 

--------~ -------~~ 
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Pursuant to 5 U.S,C. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds the record in its entirety as 
data mining panel Feb, 8. This record consists of 

53 An c-mail dated January 31, 2002, Subject: RE: 2) concerns 458-463 5 
predecisional. Record is an internal agency e-mail coordinating NASA response to a 

2 internal NASA e-mails. The original e-mail 
the data 

panel but does not reflect the fmal agency decision If such preliminary information 
recommends what will be forwarded to the data were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before it could be debated and 
mining panel coordinator [from Office ofScience refined, the employees involvc-d would be reluelant to make such proposals, or at 
and Tcclmology Policy (OSTP)] and asks for least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision-makers access to important 
omments. This c-mail is not responsive to FOlA infoffillltion. 


Request. The second e-mail provides an updated 

CV to be forwarded to the panel coordinator and 

recommends describing NASA's efforts with 

NWA. 


""""""""" ~~~~~~~~~~ 

Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds the record in its entirety as54 An e-mail dated February 13, 2002. Subject: RE: 2) concerns 64-465 2 
Data mining Panel. 'nIlS record contains 2 c the data predecisional. Record is an internal agency e-mail coordinating NASA response to a 
mails between ARC researellers and panel but does not reflect the fmal agency decision. If such preliminary information 
representatives ofOSTP discussing the were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before it could be debated and 
government's requirements to conduct data refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to make such proposals, or at 
mining and how NASA ARC could do to assist. least commit them into writing t thereby denying decision~makers acCess to importanl 

information. 

55 An e-mail dated February 19,2002. Subject: 2) concerns 466-467 2 NASA released the unredacted text OfUlis e-mail. Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(5), 
NWA data. Internal NASA e-mail (including the data NASA withholds Um final paragraph of the record because it addresses the team's 
personal c~mail accounts) recounting conversation next steps and does not reflect the Agency's final decision or action. If such 
with NW A rep that NW A will bring 3 months preliminary information were to be released and subjectcd to public scrutiny before 
worth ofpassengcr data. Final paragraph it could be debated and refmed, the employees involved would be reluctant to make 
addresses the rescarch team's next steps. such proposals, or at least commit them iuto writing, thereby denying decision

makers access to important information. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6), NASA 
withholds the personal c-mail account of a ARC researcher. Release of this personal 
information would be an unwarranted invasion in the employee's privacy and would

i expose this personal information to the general public where it could be adversely 
exploited. Additionally, the researcher's privacy interest in this information 
outweighs the public interest in its release as the e-mail address does not shed light 
onto tbe actions and decisions of the federal government. ! 

An c-rnail dated February 19,2002. Subject: RE: NASA released the unredacted text of this e-mail. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), 
NWA dala. This record consists of2 e-mails. The 

2) conCerns 1468-46956 2 
the data NASA withholds the redacted text of the c-mails as predecisional. NASA withholds 

first is listed as Document No. 55, 111e second e the first and second paragraph of the second .-mail because they recommend 
mail provides initial thoughts on how team should possible courses ofaction and do not reflect a final agency decision. See Document 
begin to address 3 months worth ofNWA data. No, 55 for the first e-mail. If such preliminary information were to be released and 

subjected to public scrutiny before it could be debated and refined, the employees 
involved would be reluctant to nlllke such proposals, or at least commit them into 
writing, thereby denying decision-makers aCCeSS to important information. 

-
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An e-mail among NASA researchers dated NASA released the umedacted text ofUlis e-mail. Pursuant to 5 U.s.c. § 552(b)(5),2) conCemS 470-471 2 
February 19, 2002. Subject: RE: NWA duill. This the data NASA withholds tbe first paragraph ortlie third e-mall as predecisional because they 
record consists of3 e-mails. The first is listcd as discuss possible courses ofactioo and do not reflect a final agency decision. Release 
Document No. 55. The second c-mail is the of such internal interim discussions could bartn the govemment by confusing the 
second e-mail ofDocumcnts No. 56, TIle third e public as to wbat actions were ul~mately taken. If such preliminary information 
mail agrees with some of the suggestions made in were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before it could be debated and 
previous e-mails and estirnates how many CD's refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to make such proposals, or at 
make up 3 months worth ofdata. least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision-makers access to important 

information. Pursuant to 5 V.S.c. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds portions of lhe 
second and third e-mails as predecisionaJ. Document Nos. 55 and 56 . 

.... .. 

5E An e-mail .nlong NASA researchers dated March 2) concernsl 472-473 2 Pursuant to 5 V,S.C. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds the record as pr.decisional. The 
4,2002. Subject: NWA PNR Data. NASA describes 
researcher who had flown on NWA during the tlle data 
period of time covered by the information 
provided by NWA, opens his personal record to 
gain a better understanding of the information 
contained in the records, In this e-mail, he 
describes the content of the record and its fields. 

59 474-475 
2002. Subject: RE: NIVA PNR Data. This is an describes 
inlernal NASA, 2-e-mail record. The first e-mail ithe data 
is Document No. 58. The second .,..mail provides 
another researcher's impression of the record. 

An e-mail among ARC researchers dated March 4f) concernsl 

60 All e-mail among ARC researchers dated March 4, 2) concerns! 476-477 
2002. Subject: RE: NWA PNR Data. This internal describes 
NASA record contains 2 c-mails. The first .-mail the data 
,is Document No. 58. TIle second e-mail provides 
la third researcher's impression of the record. 

~ ................... 
 I 


e-mail describes the researcher's fIrst impressions on accessing the data and how to 
establish a usable database. It does not reflect a fmal agency decision or action, If 
such preliminary information were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny 
before it could be dcbated and refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to 
make such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision
makers access to important infoTIu.ation, 

? Pursuant to 5 V.S.C. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds the record as predecisional. Tnc 
e-mail describes the researchers' first impressions on accessing the data and bow 10 
establish a usable database. It does not reflect a fmal agency decision or action. If 
ueh preliminary infonnation were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny 

before it could be debated and refIned, the employees involved would be reluctant to 
make such proposals, or at leasl commit them into writing, thereby denying decision
makers access to important infonnation. 

=-2 Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § NASA the record as predecisional. Tne 
e-mail describes tile researchers' first impressions on accessing dIe data and how to 
establish a usable database. It does not reflect a final agency decision or action. If 
such preliminary information were to be released and subjected to pUblic scrutiny 
before it could be debated and refined, the employees involved 1V0uid be reluctant to 
make sucb proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision
makers aCCess to important information. 

"""""""""""""""""""" ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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-fi-ilAn among ARC rescarchers dated March 4, 2-) concerns/~78-480 13 
2002, Subject: RE: NWA PNR Data, This is all describes 

internal NASA, 2-e-mail record, The first e-mail 
 the data 

is Document No, 58, Tbe second e-mail is 

included in Document 52, The third e-mail 

continues exchange on initial impressions of the 

data. 


62!An e-mail among ARC researchers dated March 4, 2) concemsl~81-482 
2002, Subject: RE: NWA PN!I Data, Tbis internal describes 
NASA has 2- e-mails, Both e-mails discuss the the data 
contents of the passenger illfurmation and 
deciphering the codes. 

I 63IA';~-rI1~il among ARC ;:esearchers dated March 4, ) concernsl 48311 
2002. Subject: !IE: NWA PN!I Data, This is an escribes 
iintem.l NASA .-mail record, Bod, c-mails ti.c data 

64 

~ .. 

discuss the PNR information and deciphering the 
codes, 

An e-mail dated March 7, 2002, Subject: NASA- ) concernsl 84-491 8 
TSA flllrodl1ctioll, TIlis record contains 4 e-mails describes 
between NASA, TSA and NWA. The fourth e, the data 
mail is responsive to the FOIA request. The first 2 
discuss FAA's Broad Area Announcement 
concerning CAPPS2, The third e-mail is the 
NW A rep introducing himself and NASA to TSA 
~eps, The fourth e-mail is NASA's introduction to 
!,'SA discussing NASA's aviation security 
research. In this e-mail.itis mentioned that 
NASA is using NW A data for research, 

_____________---'-___ 

Pursuant to 5 U,S,C, § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds the record as predecisional. The 
e-mail describes the researchers' first impressions on accessing the data and how to 
establish a usable database. It does not reflect a final agency decision or action, If 
such preliminary information were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny 
before it could be debated and refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to 
make such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision
makers access to important information. 

lPursuant to 5 U.S,c' § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds the record as pr.decisional. The 
Ie-mail describes the researchers' first impressions on accessing the data and how to 
iestablish a usable database, It does not reflect a final agency decision or action. If 
such preliminary information were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny 
before it could be debated and refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to 
make such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision
makers access to important informution. 

Pursuant to 5 U,s.c, § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds the record as predecisionaL The 
e·mail describes the researchers 1 first impressions on accessing the data and how to 
establish a usable database, It does not retlect a final agency decision or action, If 
such preliminary information were to be released and subjected to publiC scrutiny 
before it could be debated and refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to 
make such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision
makers access to important information. 

Pursuant to 5 U,S.C, § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds these e-mails as predecisionaL 
'he e-mails represent preliminary discussions between NASA and TSA conceming 

possible areas of collaboration, of which the NWA data could be a part. However, 
these e-mails do not purport to represent final decisions concerning cooperation 
between NASA and TSA. It does not retlect a final agency decision or action. If 
such preliminary information were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny 
before it could be debated and refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to 
make such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision
makers access to important information, 

---.L ..--L ___~_.. 
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65 All e-mail dated March 8, 2002. Subject: NASA-
TSA Introduction. This record contains 4 e-mails 
between NASA. TSA and NW A. The fourth e
mail is responsive to the FOIA request. Tbe first 3 
.-mails discuss TSA's interest in working with the 
security reps with airlines and understanding the 
NASA-NW A relationship, The fourth e-mail is 
responsive to the FOIA request as it is the NWA's 
rep introduction to TSA and addresses how the 
NASA-NWA began working together, 

66An .-mail dated March 14.2002. Subject: RE: 

2 Concerns 
and 
Describes 

2 Concerns 

492-498 

499-506 


7 

8 


Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds these e-mails as pre decisional. 
The e-mails represent preliminary discussions between NASA and TSA concerning 
possible areas ofcollaboration. of which the NWA data could be a part. However, 
these e-mails do not purport to represent final decisions concerning cooperation 
between NASA and TSA. It does not reflect a final agency decision or action. If 
such preliminary infomJation Were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny 
before it could be debated and refined, tbe employees involved would be reluctant to 
make such proposals, or at least commit them into wTiting. thereby denying decision
makers access to important information. 

Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds tilese e-mails as predecisional. 
NASAARC Participation ill CAPPS2. This record and The e-mails represent preliminary discussions between NASA and TSA concerning 
contains 2 e-mails between NASA and TSA. 11,e Describes possible areas of collaboration, of which the NW A data could be a part. However, 
iseeond e-mail is responsive to the FOIA request in these e~mails do not purport to represent final decisions concerning cooperation 
that it the researchers state they have 90-days of between NASA and TSA. It does not refleet a final agency decision or action. If 
passenger data and describe their current research. such preliminary information were to be released and subjected to puhlic scrutiny 
The e-mails represent an exchange between belore it could be debated and refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to 
NASA and TSA discussing areas of cooperation make such proposals. or at least commit them into writing, filereby denying decision
between the two government agencies on a new makers access to important information. Some of the infomlation addresses 
passenger screening system. Proposal is pending perceived weaknesses in airport security. Release of this predecisional, deliberative 
final consideration by TSA. information could be harmful to the government because individuals wishing to 

exploit these airport weaknesses could adversely use it. 

67 An c-mail dated December 21, 2001. Subject: Re: 2 Concerns S{)7-509 3 NASA released the first. second, fourth and fifth e-mails. Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 
NWA Data, This record contains 4 e-mails. These 552(b)(5). NASA withholds the third e-mail as predecisional. This information is a 
.-mails were part of Document No. 45 and are proposed allegation of resourceS and does not reflect a final agency action as to how 
discussions among the NASA researchers and the learn's efforts were assigned. As such, it does not represent a final agency 
their contractors assigning tasks for reading the decision, It does not reflect a final agency decision or action. If such preliminary 
data and discussing its content. Also includes information were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before it could be 
personal e-mail accounts of NASA researcher. debated and refmed, the employees involved would be reluctant to make such 

proposals, or at least commit them into writing. thereby denying decision-makers 
access to important infomllltion. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6), NASA withholds 
the personal a-mail account of an ARC researcher. Release of this personal 
information would be an unwarranted invasion in the employee's privacy and would 
expose this personal information to !he general public where it could be adversely 
exploited. Additionally, tile researcher's privacy interest in this information 
outweighs the public interest in its release as !he a-mail address does not shed light 
onto the actions and decisions of the federal government. 
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68lAn e-mail dated In IUnry 21,2002. Subject: Re: 2) concerns! 510-512 3 NASA released the first, second, fourth and fifth e-mails. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C § 
FW: PNR data. T is record contains 5 e-mails. describes 552(b)(5), NASA withholds the third e-mail as predecisionaL This infonn"tion 
,'he first 3 e-mails tre between NASA and NWA the data provides preliminary results of research that will be discussed at fhe NASAIFAA 

requesting permiss on to provide results of initial Aviation Security R&D Workshop in January 2003. These results do not represent 
naly.i. ofNWA-p rovided data at an final research results. If such preliminary information were to be released and 


intergovernmental vorkshop. Tile fifth e-mail 
 subjected to public scrutiny before it could be debated and refined, the employees 
between ARC and ~WA. TIle fourth and fifth e involved would be reillctant to make such proposals, or at least commit them into 
mails forward the Jnversation to the lead writing, thereby denying decision-makers access to important infofUJation. 

researcher. 


ARC researchers dated March 2 Concerns 513-515 3 Pursuant to 5 U.S.C § 552(b)(5), NASA withbolds dIe record as predecisional. The 
: RE: NWA PNR data. This e-mail describes the researchers' first impressions on accessing the data and how to 

l. The frrst 3 e-mails are found establish a usable dstabase. It does not reflect a final agency decision or action. If 
1 and provide fhe researchers' slIch preliminary information were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny 

initial impressjon 0 flhe contents ofthe passenger before it could be debated and refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to 
data. In the fourtl e-mail another researcher make such proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision
gives permission t look at his personal PNR from i makers aCcess to important jnfonnation. 

tl,e NW A data. , I 
, 

70lAn .-mail dated Mlreh 19,2002. Data 2) concerns 516-517 2 Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(4) and based upon IDM's objection, NASA withholds ,
tl,e data mining for aviation security. NASA e-mail llDmes and associated data concerning IBM employees and products contained in dIe 

requesting opinion JflBM representative as to the records under Exemption 4 and Exemption 6. IBM ohjects to the release of their 
tyPe of IBM produ< :1 tilat can bandle the NW A iemployees' identities under Exemption 4 because it considers its employees to be 
data. !corporate assets and guards the identity of its employees in order to prevent 

competitors from raiding them, Secondly, IDM objects to tile release of the product 
information contained in the .-mails under Exemption 4 because the e-mails discuss 
ti'e application ofspecific IBM products to NASA's specific requirements. IDM 
notes that such information would undermine IBM's competitive advantage by 
allowing competitors access to ideas and design details that they would not have had 
or would have had to research and develop on their own. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C(b)(5) 
NASA withholds this record as predecisional. The e-mail is an exchange between 
NASA and IBM researchers about ~,e possible use of the IBM equipment to assist in 
the data mining research. These records do not reflect a final agency action or 
decision. In this instance, the experience and expertise a f IBM researchers was 
sought. Because IBM did not directly benefit from this exchange of information and 
the discussions did not result in cooperative research or financial gain, IDM is 
considered to have maintained a consultative role. As sueh, this document remains 
an internal goverument record the release ofwhich could ham, the government's 
ability to gain expertise and advise from corporate researchers in the future. 

I Pursuant to 5 U.S.C § 552(b)(6), NASA withholds the names of IBM researchers 
and associated personal information contained in the records as being an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 
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An e-mail among NASA rcsearchers, dated 
October 8, 2002. Subject: Re: Aviation Security. 
This record contains 2 internal NASA e-mails. 
ihe first e-mail responds to thc new team leader's 
request for information on the security research, a 
which the data mining using the NWA data was a 
part. The information includes the current status 
of tile research and identifies future efforts. The 
lead's response indicates that the program is being 
rescaped. Attachments are titled Integrated 
APITAS Plan.doc (See Document No. II); FY02 
data mining report.doc (See Document No.21) and 
Melton dr.fl.doc. The Mclton.doe is an outline of 
a document describing the Aviation Security Lab. 
It contains paragraph assignments and an 
overview of the lab. 

An e-mail among NASA researchers, dated 
October 7, 2002. Snbject: Re: Aviatioll Secllrity. 
This record contains 3 internal NASA e-mails. 
The first e-maiJ identifies the new team lead for 
the Aviation Security IT component and asks for 
information about Ule Aviation Security Lab and 
its research. The second c-mail provides that 
information. The third asks for additional insights 
on the work performed and explains that he has 
been asked to refocus the work. Second e-mail 
contains aile attachment titled: iTASc milestones. 
The milestones identify programmatic goals. 

12 

2) conccms 18-527 10 
the data 

2) concerns 528-534 7 
the data 

Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 5-2(b)(5), NASA withholds the e-mail and the Melton 
draft. doc .tt.dunent as I "edecisional. The e~mail contains an exchange between a 
researcher and new tearr eader to include discussions as to next steps ofthe 
program. The .tt.chme, is the preliminary draft of. document describing the 
Aviation Security Lab. either represents. final .gency decision or action. 1 f such 
preliminary informa tion were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before 
it could be debated and I fined, the employees involved would be reluctant to make 
such proposals, or at lea: commit tbem into writing, thereby denying decision
makers access to import: nt information. Additionally, NASA withholds the 
attachments titled APIT. S Plan. doc and FY02 data mining report.doc as 
pred.cisiona!. DOCl ment Nos. 11 and 21. 

Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 5:- 2(b)(5), NASA withholds the e-mail and attachment as 
predecisiona!. 11le e-ma contains all exchange between a researcher and new team 
leader to include discuss: ons as to next steps oCtl,e program and the attachment is 
provided for his informal on. It does not reflect a final .gency decision or action. If 
such preliminary inform' tion were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny 
before it could be debate and refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to 
make such proposals, or t least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision
makers access to importE.nt infonnation. 
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731An c-mail among the ARC researchers and their 2) concerns 1535".:538 4 NAR released the second c-mail. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), NASA 
ma Jagers, dated September 29,2003,2002. the data withl Ids the third and fourth c-mails and the September 27, 2003.doc as being 
Su 'ject: Fwd: Northwest Airlines Data. This prede .sional. These e-mails are exchanged between team members in an effort to 
rec Jrd contains 4 internal NASA c-mails. The inforl management of what h.d been provided to the ARC public .ffairs officer. 
fir t e~mail is Document NoA 1\ recommending As se .1, the correspondence does nat reflect the agency's fin.l response or actions. 
the return of the NWA data and speculating other Ifsue preliminary information were to be released .nd subjected to public scmtiny 
us s for the NWA data. The second e-mail is befor it could be debated and refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to 
da !d September 28,2003 and forwards a news make uch proposals, or at least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision
sto 'y that NASA requested NWA data. The third make access to important information, and serve to stifle communications among 
ani fourth .-mails discuss NASA's efforts to SUbOl inates and seniors. NASA withholds the first e-mail as pre decisional. See 

pare a response to media inquiries, DOCll ,ent No.4l. NASA withholds Document No. 18 as prcdecisional. Se. 
,clunents are titled Final Aviations Security men! No.lS.Docll 
lort.doc (See Document No.IS) and September 
2003.doc The September 27, 2003, 
chment provides the draft responses that were 
vided to public affairs for incorporation into a 

res: 

14 An 
Ro 
n

Ollse to uer (RT) to management. 

e-mail dated September 26,2003. Subject: 
Research /lsillg Nartlnvest Airlilles PNR Data. 

s record contains 2 e-mails. The first e-mail is 

----. 
2) concerns 
the data 

539-540 2 NASIreleased the second e-mail. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), NASA 
witlth, 
froml 

Ids the fust e-mail as predecisional. The e-mail requests specific information 
1e ARC researcher for public affairs in drafting a response to query (RTQ) to 

fro n public affairs requesting specific information iassist n responding to the media. As such, the correspondence does not reflect the 
co 
co 

ceming the research. The second forwards a 
y of the Automated Passenger Threat 

IS final response or actions. If such preliminary information were to be lagenc'
releas: d and subjected to public scrutiny before it could be debated and refined, the 

As 'essment and Security Reporting System 'emplo'yees involved would be reluct.nt to make such proposals, or at least commit 
Ac 
20 

:omplishments to Date, dated December 13, 
12 (Document No.18) and notes that he is i, 

tilem I 
NASi 

nto writing, thereby denying decision-makers access to important information. 
withholds Document No. 18 as predecisional. Sel' Documents No. 18. 

pr, paring the requested information, 

- -
751An e-mail among ARC employees, dated 12) concerns 541-546 5 NASA released the second and third c-m.il. Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(5), 

Se ,tember 27, 2003. Subject: Fwd: research the data NASA withholds the first .-mail as predecisiona!. SeeDocument No 74. NASA 
Ig Northwest Airlilles PNR Data. This record withho Ids the attachment, September 27, 2003. doc as predecisiona!. See Document 

co: tains 3 internal NASA e-mails. The first is No 73. 
fro n public affairs, dated September 26,2003, 
Ire uesting information concerning the research 
'an was the first e-mail in Document No. 74, 
ab ,yeo The second and third, dated September 27, 
20 13, forward a draft response to public affairs for 

iew. The second e ..maH forwards attachment 
,tember 27, 2003.doc (the attachment in 
;ument No 73). 
--- -
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~-~- NASA released tlle e-maiL Pursuant to 5 U.S,c. § 552(b)(5), NASA Witilholds the 
re: NWA RTQ Final Teclmica/ Review. Single ~eseribes , 

76An e·mail dated September 29,2003. Subject; 2) concernsl547-5 52 16 
lattachment as prcdecisional. The e-mail forwards public affairs' draft response to 

internal NASA e-mail providing an edit version of the data . ithe ARC researchers for review and concurrence, As such, tbe correspondence does 
not reflect the agency's final response or actions. If such preliminary information 

Attachment is the edited version. Attachment is 
the response to query to public affairs. 

were to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before it could be debated and 
refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to make such proposals, or al titled: RTQNWA9-29'''. The attaclmlent is the draft I 

I least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision·makers access to importantRTQ provided for review and concurrence. 
information. 

-
553·557-HNASA released the e-maiL Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds the 77 An e-mail among ARC employees, dated 2) concerns! 

I jattachment as predecisional. The e-mail forwards public affairs' draft response to 
Technical Review. Single internal NASA e-mail 
September 29, 2003. Subject; NWA RTQ Final describes 

the ARC researchers for review and conCUrrence, As such l the correspondence doesthe dala 
not reflect the agency's final response or actions. Ifsuch preliminary informationproviding the draft version of the response to 
Iwere to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before it could be debated and 

draft version of a response to query, titled: 
query for technical review. Attachment is the 

'refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to make sueh proposals, or at 
RTQNWA 9-29.{/oc. The attachment is the revised least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision-makers access to important 
draft of the RTQ provided for review and information.

I concurrence, 
i'

78 ~n undated e-mail among ARC researchers. 2) concerns 55811 ursuant to 5 lJ.S.c. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds this record as predecisional. The 
e-mail begins a discussion as to tile next steps in the research project and does not 

NASA e-mail explains the next steps to be taken 
Subject: Contacting various groups. This internal the data 

represent the agency's final decision or action, If such preliminary information were 
Ito further the project and is intended to make sure ,to be released and subjected to public scrutiny before it could be debated and 

this work is not duplicating other on-going efforts. refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to make such proposals, or.t 
least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision-makers access to important 
infonnation. 

- -~~ c------.~-- -- -- t:-: 
ASA releases the second e-mail. Pursuant to 5 USc. § 552(b)(5), NASA79 An c-mail dated September 29, 2003. Subject: 2) concernS 55911 

re: research using the Northwesl Airlines PNR Iwithholds ti,e first e-mail as predecisional. See Document No.75, above. 
D(I/(I. This record has 2 e-mails. The first is dated 
September 26, 2003, from public affairs is 
contained in Document No. 75, In the second, tile 
researcher confirms that the NWA data has been 
returned to NWA. 

the data 
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- - - - - --------2NASA-~;;i~~~~dil;e second and third e-mails, Pursuant to 5 U,S,c. § 55 2(b)(5), 

iSeptember 28, 2003, Sobject: Re: Northwest 
2) concernS 560-56180lAn e-mail among ARC researchers dat~tl 
the data NASA WithllOlds the first e-mail as predecisionaL See Document No.4 1, above. 

iAirlilles Dola, This record consists of 3 internal 
iNASA e-mails, The first is dated February 4, 
12003, and is Document No.4 I speculating on other 
luses for the NWA dats, The second identifies a 
Inews story about NASA requesting the NWA 
ldal.; Document No.73 The third confirms that the 
idala was returned to NWA, 

NASA released the second, third and fourth e-mails. Pursuant to 5 U.-,c. § 

September 2003. Subject: Heads up 011 all 


An e-mail among ARC employees, dated 2) concerns 562-566 581 
552(b)(5), NASA withholds the first e-mail as predecisional, see Docu ment No.41, 

arlicle Gild issue 10 be aware of. This record 
the data 

above. 

contains 4 e-mails, The first e-mail is Document 

No.4 I , the second and third mails are contained at 

Document No. 80. The last e-mail provides a 

summary of the research and informs all that we 

are no longer doing this type of research and have 

returned the data to Northwest. 


82 An e-mail dated September 26, 2003. Subject: 2) concernsl 567-571 5 NASA releases the second e-mail. Pursuant to 5 U,S.C. § 552(b)(5), N ASA 
Re: Research !lsillg Northwest Airlines PNR Dala. describes withholds the first e-mail as predecisional. See Document No.75, aho, e, 

This record contains 2 e-mails. The tirst e"mail is 
 the data 

from the public affairs requesting information 

concerning the researcb (Document No. 69). The 

second e~maH forwards the researchcr~s response. 

-
2) cOllcernsl 572-576 5 NASA releases the second e-mail. Pursuant to 5 U,S.c. § 552(b)(5), l\ASA 


Re: Research using Northwest Airlines PNR Data. 

83 An e-mail dated September 27, 2003. Subject: 

withholds the fITS! e-mail and attachment as predecisionaL See Docun'.entNo.75, 
~his record contains a tbllow-on to Document 

describes 
the data above. 


No.n, above. It is a 2 e-mail record. The first e
mail is from the publie affairs requesting 

information cOllccrning the research (Document 
No. 69) and the researcher's response is attached. 
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84 An e-mail among the ARC researchers dated 2) concerns/ 577 I NASA released the first e-mail and released portions of the second. Pursuant to 5 
December 22, 2002. Subject: RE: Aviatioll describes U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), NASA withholds portions of the flfSt paragraph of the second e-
Security Report. This record contains 2 e~mails. the data mail as predecisional. The e-mail is an exchange between the researcher and team 
The first is from the team lead saying that there is lead providing some ideas as to possible additional uses for the data. As such it does 
no funding for aviation seeurity program. The not reflect the agency's final decision or action, If such preliminary infomlation 
response is from the lead researcher discussing the were to be released and subjeeted to public scrutiny before it could be debated and 
advantages of the NW A database for future refined, the employees involved would be reluctant to make such proposals, or at 
government research. least commit them into writing, thereby denying decision-makers access to important 

information. 

85 An e-mail dated June 14,2002. Subject: Re: 2) concerns 578-582 5 Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(4)and based upon IBM's objection, NASA withholds 
Discussion with IBM Researeh. This NASA the data names and associated data concerning IBM employees and products contained in the 
record contains of4 e-mails between NASA and records under Exemption 4 and Exemption 6. IBM objects to the release of their 
IBM. employees' identities under Exemption 4 because it considers its employees to be 

corporate assets and guards the identity of its employees in order to prevent 
competitors from raiding them. Secondly, IBM objects to the release of the product 
information contained in the e-mails under Exemption 4 because the e-mails discuss 
the application of specific IBM products to NASA's specific requirements. IBM 
notes that such information would undermine IBM's competitive advantage by 
allowing competitors access to ideas and design details that they would not have had 
or would have had to research and develop on their own. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C.(b)(5) 
NASA withholds this record as predeeisional. The e-mail is an exchange between 
NASA and IBM researchers about the possible use of the IBM equipment to assist in 
the data mining researeh. These records do not reflect a final agency action or 
decision. In this instance, the experience and expertise 0 f IBM researchers was 
sought. Because IBM did not directly benefit from this exchange of information and 
the discussions did not result in cooperative research or financial gain, IBM is 
considered to have maintained a consultative role. As such, this document remains 
an internal government record the release of which could harm the government's 
ability to gain expertise and advise from corporate researchers in the future. 
Pursuant to 5 U.S.c. § 552(b)(6), NASA withholds the names of IBM researchers 
and associated personal information contained in the records as being an 
unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. 

86 An e-mail dated December 27, 2001. Subject: I) corres 583 I NASA released the text of the e-mail. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(6), NASA 
Thanks for the disks! NASA researcher email pondence withholds the personal e-mail account of a ARC researcher. Release of this personal 
from personal account to NWA, cc'ing NASA btwNASA infonnation would be an unwarranted invasion in the employee's privacy and would 
researchers and NASA contraets, requesting andNWA expose this personal information to the general public where it could be adversely 
telecon with NW A to answer technical questions. exploited. Additionally, the researcher's privacy interest in this information 

outweighs the public interest in its release as the e-mail address does not shed light 
onto the actions and decisions of the federal government. 

'---- - ---- -
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